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3. **Timeline:**
   Analysis will begin following proposal approval with the aim of completing analysis and a manuscript within 6 months.

4. **Rationale:**
   Several electrocardiographic (ECG) traits, such as interval duration and measures of chamber hypertrophy, can predict cardiovascular events and mortality in patients with or without prevalent cardiovascular disease (1-8). In patients with established heart failure and reduced ejection fraction, ECG interval traits such as QRS width can differentiate individuals with higher versus lower risk profiles as well as those who may benefit from cardiac resynchronization therapy (9). To date, relatively little is known about the extent to which longitudinal changes in ECG traits are related to clinically important outcomes (6). Furthermore, the extent to which temporal changes in ECG traits are associated with abnormalities in cardiac structure and function, prior to the development of overt cardiovascular disease, has not been fully elucidated. It is possible that patterns of longitudinal change in ECG traits may be related to both subclinical cardiac disease and also cardiovascular outcomes – and that significant associations of longitudinal ECG changes with cardiovascular events are mediated by subclinical abnormalities in cardiac structure and function.

   The Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study, which comprises multi-ethnic participants with different degrees of cardiovascular disease followed for over 25 years, is well-suited to investigate the relationships between temporal changes ECG traits, the echocardiographic manifestation of abnormalities in cardiac structure function, and the eventual development of adverse cardiovascular outcomes. Therefore, we aim to investigate how ECG traits change over time and the extent to which longitudinal change in ECG traits are associated with echocardiographic abnormalities in cardiac structure and function as well as the development of adverse cardiovascular outcomes.

5. **Main Hypothesis/Study Questions**
   Our main hypothesis is that longitudinal changes in ECG traits are associated with both subclinical cardiac disease as well as the overt development of adverse cardiovascular events, particularly heart failure (HF).

6. **Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).**

   This will be a longitudinal study of ARIC cohort participants, beginning at visit 1, when participants were aged 44-66 years.

   **Study Sample**
   The study sample will include individuals who have attended and undergone electrocardiography during at least in 2 different ARIC visits. For analyses of the relationship between temporal change in ECG traits and echocardiographic abnormalities, the study sample will include participants who underwent echocardiography at visit 5.
Exclusion Criteria
1) Missing basic covariate data for determination of standard cardiovascular risk factors (e.g. body mass index, blood pressure, diabetes data, prevalent CVD data, smoking status, alcohol status, total cholesterol), defined according to standard ARIC definitions.
2) Use of antiarrhythmic drugs, identified with the Medi-Span Therapeutic Classification system (codes = 350000, 350500, 351000, 352000, 353000, 354000, and 355000) at the time of ECG.
3) Wolf Parkinson White/preexcitation on ECG, identified using the Minnesota Coding System for ECG, using codes 6-4-1 or 6-4-2.
4) Paced rhythm, identified using the Minnesota Coding System for ECG, using code 6-8.
5) Prevalent CVD at the time of electrocardiography (CHD, HF, stroke) for analyses of incident CVD events.

Electrocardiographic traits
ECG traits to be studied will include PR, QRS, QT interval durations as well as QRS amplitude.

Echocardiographic traits
The association between changes in ECG traits from the preceding visit and abnormalities of cardiac structure and function will be made. Echocardiographic measurements of cardiac structure and function include: LV mass, LV end diastolic volume, indexed LA volume, LVEF, global longitudinal strain, lateral E’, S’, E:E’, RV areas and fractional area change.

Clinical outcome variables
1) Incident heart failure (HF) and other cardiovascular disease, including incident coronary heart disease (CHD) and stroke
2) All-cause mortality

Statistical analyses
All analysis will be performed using STATA v13 (StataCorp, College Station, Texas).

Relationship between trajectories of change in ECG traits and echocardiographic measures of cardiac structure and function
Longitudinal regression analyses will be used to examine the associations of change in ECG traits leading up through 5 and echocardiographic measures of cardiac structure and function at visit 5 (e.g. LV mass, E’, longitudinal strain). Multivariable analyses will adjust for age, sex, race, and traditional cardiovascular risk factors (time-updated covariates) including: body mass index, blood pressure measures, use of antihypertensive medications, diabetes mellitus, lipid levels, and smoking status.

Prognostic importance of longitudinal change in ECG traits, echocardiographic traits, and outcomes
We will use multivariable-adjusted regression analyses to examine the association of change in ECG traits (considered longitudinally as well as time-averaged measures, or the slope of change from earliest to latest value divided by the time interval between measures) with incident HF and other CVD outcomes as well as all-cause mortality. In analyses of the HF outcome, additional adjustment will be performed for interim development of coronary heart disease (specifically, interval hard CHD events). After assessing for accumulation of an adequate number of events for
each outcome for analyses, we will perform formal tests of mediation to examine the degree to which any significant association between ECG traits and outcomes are modified by the presence vs. absence of cardiac structural or functional abnormalities detected by echocardiography. Also to be performed at a later date, we will also use Cox proportional hazards models to assess the separate and joint contributions of change in ECG traits and measures of cardiac structure and function with risk for incident HF and other CVD events. These analyses will be performed using multivariable models adjusting for traditional cardiovascular risk factors (listed above) in addition to prior myocardial infarction and prevalent valve disease.

In secondary analyses, we will use multiplicative terms to assess for effect modification by age, sex, and race and perform stratified analyses if indicated.

A two-sided p-value of <0.05 will be considered statistically significant.

Limitations and challenges
Absence of echocardiography at the time of participants’ enrollment in ARIC precludes concurrent investigations of longitudinal change in echocardiographic traits.
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